Sokal Media Group and Webstreak
Digital Agency Merge, Rename ‘Sokal’
RALEIGH, N.C., Feb. 1, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Sokal Media Group, an
automotive advertising agency, and Webstreak LLC, a digital advertising
agency, today announced they have entered into an agreement to merge the
companies and resurface overnight as one of the largest full-service
automotive agencies in the country. With the merger comes a new name. Moving
forward, the company will simply be known as “Sokal.”

Historically, the two companies have worked closely to generate highly
visible, results-driven advertising for the automotive industry. The merger
will combine Sokal Media Group’s automotive expertise with Webstreak’s
digital ability to create an all-encompassing experience for their clientele.
“I’m pleased and quite honored to announce a new path for our advertising
agency, a direction that will unite us as a company going forward to achieve
even greater results for our client partners,” commented Mark Sokal, CEO of
Sokal.
“We are at the highest point of cutting-edge technology, creativity and
service that we’ve ever achieved in our 15-year history. We are grateful to

everyone who’s been on this journey with us and excited for those who are
soon to join our team. Unexplored paths are in store and our clients’ success
will always remain our primary goal.”
As a full-service advertising agency, Sokal Media Group specializes in
traditional media, TV/radio production, email marketing, web solutions,
creative services, strategic communications, and much more.
Webstreak, with a concentration on websites, pay per click, programmatic
marketing, and SEO has previously facilitated Sokal’s digital marketing. They
will now be united under the Sokal brand name.
The union will be punctuated by a major rebrand that will include the new
name, logos, color schemes and marketing materials. Fresh designs will
incorporate elements of both companies with the addition of chevron arrows to
represent the two agencies moving forward together.
For more information on Sokal, please visit their website at:
http://www.gosokal.com/ (transitioning from https://www.sokalmediagroup.com/
).

